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LET’5 GET AGILE 
Five pillars to unleash the full potential of Cloud + 5G + AI

5G
1. CLOUD-FIRST

PLATFORMS

4. AUTOMATED
OPERATIONS

2. DISTRIBUTED EDGE
CLOUD

3. MASSIVELY SCALABLE IP SERVICE
FABRIC WITH NETWORK SLICING

5. CONNECTED SECURITY

Check out our four other solution pillars of Cloud + 5G + AI
and learn how they enable service provider business transformation.

www.juniper.net/5G

Agile, cloud-neutral, edge platform
to drive new value creation    

Fabric to cloud automation, 
analytics with real-time 
telemetry and remediation

Integrated and 
embedded security

Optimized service delivery—
5G WWC, FWA, managed 
AI-driven enterprise, new 
5G/IoT applications

Transport to cloud fabric 
stitching for network slicing 
and SLA enforcement

Build or managed edge 
cloud models

Right-size edge deployment 
options with centralized 
management and remote 
edge for lowest TCO

Automation at scale for 
thousands of edge sites

Extension of cloud-first 
architecture to the edge

Integrated NFV, DC 
and disaggregated 
CUPS workloads
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Monetize and build as you 
go with a managed edge 

cloud approach

Designed to ensure right 
economics at the edge while 

enabling faster innovation

Assure service experience 
and simplify operational 

complexity across thousands 
of diverse edge workloads

Juniper Distributed Edge Cloud
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Flexible deployment models built for speed and agility

Horizontal, open, cloud-native 
platform providing full suite of 

orchestration, automation, 
security, and analytics

CLOUD + 5G + AI

Managed
Edge cloud as a service

LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

MONITORING & ANALYTICS

VNF/CNF ON-BOARDING

TUNING & OPTMIZATION

SERVICE & APP DELIVERY

EDGE MONETIZATION

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT
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Build and operate (DIY)
Pre-integrated, horizontal cloud stack

Digital services

Use cases VNFs CNFs

Use cases VNFs CNFs

Use cases VNFs CNFs

Juniper Contrail Cloud
Contrail SDN Insights Security VM/CTNS MngtRHEL
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